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CAPABILITIES IN KNOWLEDGE-BASED REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT – TOWARDS A 

DYNAMIC FRAMEWORK 

 

There are only a few studies dealing with capabilities in the knowledge-based regional 

development and especially in the implementation of contemporary innovation policy. Drawing 

upon the resource-based view, the capability perspective identifies combinations of regional 

resources and capabilities that generate competitive advantage. In light of theoretical and 

empirical advancement, this paper introduces a capability framework to reveal the multi-layered 

and dynamic nature of capabilities in knowledge-based regional development. The paper argues 

that in the regional context, it is important to consider and analyse 1) the organizational level 

resource and knowledge base and 2) ways in which the regional networks of organizations, 

engaged in knowledge-based development activities, exploit and renew regional resources and 

capabilities. The empirical analysis is based on personal in-depth interviews and document 

analysis. The findings indicate that studies on knowledge-based regional development should 

pay more attention to the capabilities of the actors involved in development processes. 

Innovation policy should be viewed as a means to mobilize, renew, build and acquire new 

resources and capabilities in a region and should aim to build and stimulate regional network-

level capabilities for economic renewal. 

Keywords: innovation policy, resource-based view, capability, regional 

development, network  



Introduction 

Over the last two decades, the pursuit of a ‘knowledge-based economy’ has become a 

prime goal for economic development across European countries, and ‘knowledge-

based regional development’ strategies are widely adopted by regions as a means to 

achieve this goal. Scholarly debate originates from various territorial innovation models 

(TIMs), especially the regional innovation system (RIS), which have been major 

conceptual frameworks for understanding knowledge-based and innovation-driven 

regional development. The literature has emphasized the notion that economic renewal 

and regional competitive advantage may reside in the RIS and also, as an implication, 

the need to implement policies that strengthen and develop the system itself. Influenced 

by the resource-based view of the firm (Barney, 1991; Hamel & Prahalad, 1996; 

Penrose, 1959; Wernerfelt, 1984), a stream of literature has formed, examining and 

underlining the role of regional resources and capabilities in developing location-

specific competitive advantage (e.g. Boschma, 2004; Cooke, 2007; Lawson, 1999; 

Lawson & Lorenz, 1999; Maskell & Malmberg, 1999; Pihkala, Harmaakorpi, & 

Pekkarinen, 2007). 

Following this idea, the resource-based view provides a useful framework to 

study and analyse knowledge as a key resource and capabilities of regional economic 

actors and networks to sustain, renew and create new knowledge and foster innovation 

in the regional context. Besides stressing the role of the firm- or organization-level 

capabilities, it is important to recognize the embedded and multi-layered nature of 

regional capabilities that are needed in complex development and policy processes.  

However, the role of capabilities has been overshadowed, especially in the 

structural analysis of innovation systems and policies (see e.g. Carlsson, 2007). From 

the policy perspective, the static view on the regional structures and institutional 



settings is not enough without knowing what actually happens in the system and is 

achieved in functional terms (see e.g. Bergek, Jacobsson, Carlsson, Lindmark, & 

Rickne, 2008). This paper argues that the capability perspective combines the view on 

system structures (components and their relationships) and the processes that are needed 

in the regional development processes. Therefore, the paper aims at developing a 

dynamic framework for analysing and identify the capabilities in the knowledge-based 

regional development, and especially in the processes of shaping and executing 

innovation policies in the regional context. The idea is also to show that there is 

something beyond the firm- and organization-level resources and capabilities. We call 

these activities network-level capabilities, which can be seen as a collective learning 

process across regional organizations.  

With the help of the above-mentioned framework and our empirical data, we 

recognized the most valuable qualities in regional resources and identified the capability 

sets which form the basis for the most important development processes. These general 

and ideal capability sets reflect our interviewees’ impressions of highly valuable and 

essential resources and qualities that the contemporary innovation policy requires from 

the actors involved in these processes. The empirical context of this paper is Finland 

and its innovation policies which simultaneously have both the national and the regional 

dimension.  

The article is structured as follows. The following section presents the key issues 

and characteristics of the knowledge-based regional development policies and then the 

key ideas stemming from the resource-based view and the capability literature are 

introduced. In the third section, we introduce the research design and methods. On the 

basis of preceding theoretical notions, the fourth section introduces a theoretical 

capability framework for the empirical analysis represented in the fifth section. The 



final section summarizes the key findings and discusses the applicability and the 

consistency of the developed capability framework. In addition, some suggestions for 

further research are presented. 

The Role of Capabilities in Knowledge-Based Regional Development 

The need to understand the nature and sources of economic growth and related success 

factors has produced an extensive body of research on the dimensions and dynamics of 

regional innovation activities and policies (Carlsson, 2007; Fagerberg & Verspagen, 

2009). Scholarly debate on ‘knowledge-based regional development’ originates from 

territorial innovation models (see Moulaert & Sekia, 2003). In particular, regional 

innovation system literature has revealed the role of innovation, localized learning, 

knowledge spill-overs, institutions and networks in the regional development and 

economic performance (Cooke, 1992, 2001; Freeman, 1987; Lundvall, 1992). The 

literature has emphasized the notion that economic renewal and regional competitive 

advantage may reside in the regional innovation system. RIS has also become a 

dominant analytical and policy concept within the regional policy discourse, stressing 

the need to implement policies to strengthen and renew the innovation system itself 

(Uyarra & Flanagan, 2010).  

The Nature of Knowledge-Based Regional Development 

As we refer to the knowledge-based regional development, two aspects are especially 

stressed here. Firstly, knowledge-based regional development puts emphasis on the key 

role of knowledge and innovation and policies that foster innovation and economic 

prosperity of a region, i.e. innovation policy (see e.g. Cooke & Leydesdorff, 2006; 

Dahlström & James, 2012). Secondly, we pay attention to the nature and the way in 

which this innovation policy is formulated and implemented. In this respect, the 



collaboration between various economic actors and a wide range of actions are the key 

aspects.  

In his definition, Edquist (2011, p. 1725) states that innovation policy involves 

actions by public organizations that influence innovation processes. Innovation policy is 

usually seen to consist of explicit measures to promote the development, diffusion and 

efficient use of new products, services and processes in markets or various 

organizations (Lundvall & Borrás, 2005, p. 37). However, developed and more 

comprehensive understanding of innovation activities and theoretical rationales for 

public intervention to affect innovation have suggested a broader view on innovation 

policy. The studies on innovation policy highlight the shift from traditional market 

failure approach to broader system failure (Edquist, 1997) and more recently the 

transformational system failure approach (Weber & Rohracher, 2012). This broader 

definition considers the innovation policy as a systemic and broad-based activity. The 

main emphasis is on the entire system of innovation and a wide range of initiatives that 

are linked to science and technology and both supply and demand for innovation 

(Edquist, Luukkonen, & Sotarauta, 2009). The systemic rationales have proposed a 

more proactive role for a government to intervene and expand their areas of 

involvement. These ideas have also introduced customization of innovation policies and 

suggested more role for knowledge-based regional development. The recent 

developments reflect the ideas about the distribution of power, multi-level, multi-actor 

governance and the New Public Management (Flanagan, Uyarra, & Laranja, 2011).  

Growing interest in regional systems of innovations and policies support the 

view that the promotion of regional economic development is an interactive process 

between and among firms, various public or semi-public development agencies and 

research institutions. This network paradigm emphasizes the interdependence of public 



and private activities and suggests that the knowledge-based regional development 

should have a stronger focus on actors, agencies and their interaction and governance 

forms (Cooke & Morgan, 1998; Flanagan et al., 2011, p. 811; Laranja, 2012; Morgan, 

1997). This implies that there should be a stronger focus on the capabilities and 

potential of diverse regional actors, including firms, municipalities, technology centres, 

development organizations, research and education organizations, funding agencies etc., 

contributing to regional development (Cooke, 2007). Yet, a number of scholars have 

noted a striking neglect of agency in the regional development and innovation policy 

literature (Markusen, 2003; Uyarra, 2010). 

The network approach to knowledge-based regional development processes help 

us reveal the importance and multi-level nature of capabilities in regional development 

and also grasp the contexts in which complex development processes take place. Uyarra 

and Flanagan (2010, p. 688) provide a good point of departure for the understanding of 

regional development and policy processes. They regard regions as ‘spaces for the 

mobilization of resources, priority setting, institutional creation, policy coordination, 

and governance, as well as policy learning and capacity building’. Regional level 

policy-making processes should be understood as ‘a complex interplay of many actors 

across different levels of policy, including non-state actors (e.g. firms), non-

governmental organizations, professions and other actors, engaged in a collective 

process of negotiation and compromise’ (Uyarra, 2010, p. 131).  

Widening and deepening of the innovation policy (see Borrás, 2009) has 

transformed the scope and the form of public intervention in innovation processes. 

Therefore, this phenomenon has brought new requirements for the capabilities of public 

sector organizations in shaping and exercising the innovation policy. For example, the 



understanding of the actual market processes is even more vital as well as the 

capabilities to foster the demand side of innovation. 

In summary, the literature review suggests that knowledge-based regional 

development is a complex interplay of different actors and a wide range of actions. It 

also requires good networks between different actors and interrelated capabilities 

widely distributed within the networks that are formulating and executing the regional 

innovation policies.  

Resource-Based View and Capability Perspective in Regional Analysis 

The study on the role of capabilities in regional economic development and renewal 

originates from a resource-based view of the firm (Barney, 1991; Penrose, 1959; 

Wernerfelt, 1984), which has also been complemented by the dynamic capabilities 

framework (Teece, Pisano, & Shuen, 1997). This approach has been widely applied in 

organization and management studies, but there are also some applications in the field 

of innovation and regional studies. Thus, it is relevant to elaborate the key arguments 

developed in the both fields. In organization and management studies, a significant 

number of recent contributions draw upon (core) competences (e.g. Prahalad & Hamel, 

1990; Javidan, 1998), capacities, capabilities or dynamic capabilities of the firm (e.g. 

Teece et al., 1997; Wang & Ahmed, 2007). This capability (or competence) perspective 

has identified ways in ‘which competitive advantage may be obtained through a 

superior ability to coordinate flows of intellectual assets and other resources within and 

between firms that function like open systems’ (Sanchez & Heene, 1997, p. 304). 

A conception of firms as heterogeneous accumulations of resources has guided 

the development of the resource-based approach. These distinctive resource 

endowments are also sought to explain differences in firm performance. Within 

evolutionary economics, Nelson and Winter (1982) introduced a similar focus on 



distinctive capabilities of firms by stressing organizational routines to explain the 

survival of a firm in a changing competitive environment. Thus, the idea in the 

capability perspective is to focus on organizations’ internal dynamics and processes 

defined by the organization’s unique resources and capabilities and link them to 

external strategic interactions and performance (Sanchez & Heene, 1997). 

Drawing from these insights, there are varied ways of how the capability 

perspective has been discussed and applied in the regional context. The role of 

capabilities has been loosely referred in regional studies and linked to the importance of 

developing a location-specific competitive advantage (see Uyarra, 2010, p. 117). 

However, the central idea in applying resource-based view in the regional context is that 

regional accumulation of resources and capabilities provide a competitive advantage 

against other regions. Scholars like Storper (1997), Lawson (1999), Maskell and 

Malmberg (1999), Boschma (2004), Harmaakorpi (2004), Cooke (2007) and Borrás and 

Edquist (2013a) reflect on the idea of the resource-based view in the regional context. 

These studies suggest that competitive advantage is linked to (unique) knowledge 

resources and especially localized knowledge creation processes and capabilities of 

actors to utilize resources. Another perspective has been to study dynamic capabilities 

to renew the regional resource base and capabilities (e.g. Pihkala et al., 2007).  

Despite the conceptual heterogeneity, there is much value in extending the firm-

level capability perspective to the regional level analysis (e.g. Boschma, 2004; Lawson, 

1999; Uyarra, 2010, pp. 117–118). As Lawson (ibid.) stresses, it is the regional set of 

capabilities within which the firms’ activities also need to be understood and assessed. 

Firms and regions both consist of capabilities that are the emergent properties of social 

activity. Therefore, according to Lawson (1999), a fundamental issue to distinguish 

between capabilities of firms and regions is to identify the manner in which the 



interaction is reproduced or transformed. He (ibid.: 157) suggests that regional 

capabilities emerge from and are reproduced through the interaction of agents and this 

interaction ‘stretches both through space and across organizations, and contains a 

degree of coherence in virtue of the nature of (localized) interaction’.  

Capabilities in knowledge-based development do not, of course, explain the 

whole picture of the competitive advantage of regions (Boschma, 2004, p. 1005). 

Moreover, the role of local environment should be analysed critically in innovation 

processes, and one should be careful not to overestimate its role (Kolehmainen, 2016). 

This implies that many geographical scales are involved in interactive learning 

processes at the same time (Malmberg & Maskell, 2002). Nonetheless, this notion does 

not take away the relevance of the regional perspective. As Boschma (2004, p. 1004) 

states, despite the fact that regions do not compete in the same way as firms (enter and 

exit markets), ‘to an increasing extent regions are active players representing regional 

interests, with the goal of preserving or enhancing their competitiveness’. In addition, 

regional strategies, policy-making and the capacity to coordinate the actions of regional 

organizations, i.e. innovation policy, can influence the performance of a region.  

As the study on the (regional) innovation system suggests, the capabilities of 

firms are shaped in interaction with the resources, structures and institutions of the 

location region (Lundvall, 1992; Cooke, Uranga, & Etxebarria, 1997). Maskell and 

Malmberg (1999) refer to the interaction with localized capabilities, which are based on 

the region’s infrastructure, built environment and natural resources, the region’s specific 

institutional endowments and the knowledge and skills available in the region. Thus, 

regions provide resources and access to local and non-local information and also 

influence how resources (especially tacit knowledge) and capabilities are accumulated, 

reproduced and recombined through actions and interactions of local agents (Boschma, 



2004, p. 1006). In this sense, some systems of interaction are better and more competent 

at facilitating certain processes than others. Natural and physical resources are still 

important, but even more emphasis is put on the key role of knowledge as a resource 

and capabilities to foster innovation. 

Regional resources and capabilities also have a path-dependent nature. From the 

evolutionary perspective, these different resources and capabilities are accumulated 

over time, which also affects the competitiveness of firms and creates different regional 

trajectories (see Boschma, 2004, p. 1008; Martin & Sunley, 2006). Consequently, the 

role of innovation policy is to develop these resources and capabilities. On the other 

hand, capabilities of policymakers are required to renew these resources and 

capabilities. 

Yet, a framework and methods of how to analyse these multi-layered 

capabilities, and what and whose capabilities are needed in the regional knowledge-

based development has remained somewhat abstract and vague both in the field of 

research and practical policy-making. There is still not much analysis or discussion of 

who and how different actors contribute to the functioning and performance of these 

systemic development processes (Borrás & Edquist, 2013b; Carlsson, 2007; Carlsson, 

Jacobsson, Holmén, & Rickne, 2002). Thus, it is important to investigate how regional 

actors are capable of influencing regional development and shape, interpret and exercise 

innovation policy (see also Sotarauta & Kosonen, 2013). 

Research Design and Methods 

In this study, we focus on the capabilities of the networks of regional actors which 

contribute to knowledge-based regional development and play a key role in shaping and 

directing innovation policy. In Finland, these networks consist of the local government 

(municipalities), regional business development agencies and technology centres, 



Regional Councils (local government development agency at the regional level), 

Employment and Economic Development Centres (state development agency at the 

regional level), higher education institutes (HEIs), other research and education 

organizations etc.  

The empirical analysis is based on qualitative research methods and data. 

Personal in-depth interviews have been the main data source and set of policy 

documents was the secondary data source including 20 main Finnish national 

innovation policy documents (such as strategies and policy guidelines and) and 

innovation policy evaluation from the 2000’s. The interview data was gathered through 

13 semi-structured interviews with Finnish actors responsible for preparation of national 

innovation strategy and implementation of national innovation policy. Thus, the set of 

recognized capabilities represent national expectations of what the implementation of 

innovation policy should be like in regional networks, and what attributes and qualities 

the contemporary innovation activity and policy require from the actors involved in the 

knowledge-based regional development processes. It should be noted that in Finland, 

national policies and these capability expectations are formulated through a co-

evolutionary process between national and regional/local levels (Sotarauta & Kautonen, 

2007).  

The interviewees represent key organizations and bodies like the Research and 

Innovation Council of Finland, the Ministry of Employment and the Economy, business 

confederations, the Finnish Funding Agency for Technology and Innovation, the 

Finnish Innovation Fund and regional councils. Discussion with the interviewees 

included a broad discussion concerning the most important changes of innovation 

policy, the nature of contemporary innovation activities and their implications to the 

implementation of innovation policy. Moreover, the discussion dealt with the most 



essential activities in regional innovation policy and the most important resources and 

capabilities related to them. The interviews were conducted in Finnish between April 

and May 2015 and were recorded and transcribed. Important quotes were translated into 

English by the authors. 

Constructive Synthesis of the Capability Framework  

In the following, we introduce our own elaboration of a theoretically driven capability 

framework based on the literature review. In the next chapter, we elaborate our 

empirical findings by using the framework. The framework and our empirical findings 

do not imply that introduced capability sets emerge identically in every region, rather, 

on the contrary. We in particular propose that resources and these general and ideal 

capability sets occur in unique combinations in every region that proactively construct 

the competitive advantage of a region. This ideal model is a construct of capabilities 

that are seen as highly valuable and essential activities in innovation policy and what 

regional actors should be good at as a network when considering knowledge-based 

regional development. 

Wang and Ahmed (2007) propose a hierarchical capability structure where each 

level is a product of lower-level attributes. Thus, resources are seen as ‘zero-order’ and 

capabilities as ‘first-order’ elements, meaning that resources are deployed by 

capabilities (see Vesalainen & Hakala, 2014). In our framework (Figure 1), the basis of 

network-level capabilities is formed by organization-level resources and capabilities. 

This means that resources and capabilities are owned or implicitly/explicitly 

‘controlled’ by individual regional organizations. Correspondingly, network-level 

capabilities refer to regional networks’ ability to exploit and combine resources and 

capabilities of different organizations, through different activities and processes (cf. 

Amit & Schoemaker, 1993). Resources are divided in two categories, tangible and 



intangible resources, which are organization-specific basic elements. Tangible resources 

include, e.g., people, money and location-specific physical resources (geographical 

location, built environments etc.), and intangible resources consist of diverse skills and 

knowledge capital, relational capital (social relationships, brand) and structural capital 

(values, culture, instruments etc.). To make a distinction between resources and 

capabilities, network-level capabilities in our framework are those which connect the 

widely distributed resources within a region and activities that unleash the full potential 

of the resources and attributes (cf. Amit & Schoemaker, 1993, p. 35; Vesalainen & 

Hakala, 2014, p. 939). One important notion is that the capability to exploit resources is 

not restricted only to a bounded regional context, but attention should be paid also on 

regional networks’ capability to deploy resources and capabilities from elsewhere as 

well, both nationally and internationally. 

  

Figure 1. The capability framework for analysing knowledge-based regional 

development. 

 

In firm-level studies, this unique combination of resources and capabilities that 

are valuable, rare, difficult to imitate and substitute form a foundation for sustainable 

competitive advantage of a firm (Wang & Ahmed, 2007). In our framework, core 

capabilities are simply understood as bundles of resources and capabilities, which are 

built up over time. Thus, these region specific capabilities are hard to copy or imitate by 

other regions (see also Boschma, 2004, p. 1007). Core capabilities can be described as a 

collective learning process across regional networks, and thus, much more than simply 

what an individual organization is good at (cf. Prahalad & Hamel, 1990). The question 

is about how different functions and processes that support innovation activities emerge 

or are transformed into strategic capabilities that consistently sustain, renew and/or 



create new knowledge and businesses in regions. The actions of different innovation 

policy actors are constantly shaped through interaction with the resources, structures 

and institutions of the specific region. Furthermore, the widening and deepening of 

innovation policy (see Borrás, 2009) has affected the idiosyncratic nature of the 

capabilities of these organizations and networks.  

Applying the framework of Wang and Ahmed (2007), dynamic capability is the 

network’s constant pursuit to change the core capability set in relation to the changes in 

the environment. This means renewal, reconfiguration and re-creation of resources and 

capabilities (Teece et al., 1997). Thus, Wang and Ahmed (2007) see dynamic capability 

as the “highest-order” element of the capability hierarchy to influence long-term 

competitiveness. In our framework, dynamic capabilities are considered as an element 

embedded in both organizational and network levels as activities and processes as well 

as those network-level capabilities. On the organizational level, dynamic capabilities 

occur as the constant pursuit to change an organization’s logic and as activities directed 

for renewal. On the network level, these organization-level dynamic capabilities are 

exploited and considered as a set of capabilities, how regional networks adapt to 

changes in environment, absorb and learn and renew regional resources and capabilities 

as a network (see Boschma, 2004, p. 1010; Harmaakorpi, 2004; Pihkala et al., 2007).  

Empirical View on the Capabilities 

Making sense of organizational level resources 

Regional development and innovation activities rest on available resources and 

knowledge bases exploited by various organizations. Interviewees stressed that 

knowledge-based regional development requires exploitation of diverse resources and 



knowledge bases. We identified five different categories in organizational level 

resources:  

 regional specific organizational and institutional structures 

 versatile, complementary sets of knowledge 

 individual talented people 

 social capital and cultural factors 

 financial assets and physical environment 

Firstly, the most obvious perspective is to recognize regional specific 

organizational and institutional structures, which also distinguish regions from each 

other. Structural composition analysis of resources should focus on organizations 

related to knowledge-based development that supports innovation activities, including 

knowledge suppliers, educational institutions, support infrastructure and specialized 

services, funding activities and organizations (usually firms) exploiting the knowledge 

(see also Asheim & Gertler, 2005; Kautonen, 2006). 

The important thing is that there is a lot of different kinds of knowledge in a 

region, or there are connections to international networks from the region, and the 

knowledge and contacts are available to those who need them….in innovation 

activity, we must think of all possible knowledge of what development specific 

ideas require for new global success products to appear on the market. (Director, 

Academy of Finland) 

Secondly, according to our interviews, an increasingly important issue on the 

organizational level is to have versatile, complementary sets of knowledge. As recent 

literature suggests, regions and various industries differ in terms of the type of 

knowledge that is critical to innovation, and so, it tends to be characterized with 

different degrees by these knowledge bases (see Asheim, Boschma, & Cooke, 2011; 



Asheim & Coenen, 2005; Martin & Trippl, 2014). The interviewees note that 

recognition of different knowledge bases and how these are linked to innovation 

activities and actors in the region is very critical for effective policies (cf. Lönnqvist, 

Käpylä, Salonius, & Yigitcanlar, 2014). 

The nature of innovation activities has changed, i.e., innovations are more often 

created by combining different kinds of knowledge and utilizing existing 

knowledge, as before it was thought that going as deep as possible with one 

substance is the way. This also emphasizes that those knowledge combinations 

must be supported. (Expert, Sitra the Finnish Innovation Fund) 

Going beyond structural and organizational components, the interviewees 

emphasized the key role of individual talented people in the knowledge-based regional 

development. Entrepreneurial and internationally experienced individuals, who have 

knowledge and experience from various backgrounds in the public and private sector, 

are seen as valuable resources, i.e., ‘people who have seen the world’, as one of the 

interviewees condensed this idea in a few words. The interviewees also highlighted 

some general knowledge and skills, like networking and communication skills and 

entrepreneurial attitude, as valuable resources. Our results also support Sotarauta’s 

(2010, p. 391) findings that regional development needs actors and their skills and 

knowledge in three overlapping categories. The first group is policy generalists who 

have a spread of general policy interests for a region, a good perception of trends and 

their significance, and a high level of strategic awareness. The second group is people 

who understand the subject matter and have deep knowledge of their particular business 

area. The third group is network managers who understand the process and are able to 

deal with interactive processes. (ibid.)  

Besides knowledge, other intangible resources were also seen as highly 

valuable. Social capital and cultural factors were referred to in the discussions with 



the interviewees. Local culture that encourages the development of new ideas, new 

commercial activity and interaction with different actors was seen as a weighty 

resource. These qualities were seen to be linked to organizations, individuals and 

collectively to the environment that supports the culture (cf. Saxenian, 1994). There is 

no arguing that social capital is a key resource in innovation activities (e.g. Martin, 

2013; Tura, Harmaakorpi, & Pekkola, 2008). Strong social capital can also be treated as 

a capability-like resource in organizations and regions (Pihkala et al., 2007, p. 838) and 

is closely tied to one of the network-level capabilities introduced later in this article.  

Our interviewees also talked about the importance of financial assets and 

physical environment, ‘hot spots’, as resources for regional competitive advantage in 

the sense that these physically pool resources together and create spaces for innovation. 

Traditionally, this has included and has been understood as compact industrial districts, 

campus areas, science parks and technology centres. But our interviewees also 

emphasized the role of financial assets in the form of (remarkable) private and public 

physical investments and (intelligent) infrastructure as a more and more relevant 

resource driver for innovation activities. Even more so, now that traditional public R&D 

funding and resources in particular have declined in Finland. 

Network-Level Capabilities in Regional Knowledge-Based Development 

Processes 

To fully exploit the potential of organizational level resources and knowledge bases, 

network-level capabilities are needed to connect widely distributed resources within a 

region. Based on empirical data, we identified three general and interrelated capability 

sets on the network level. These are: 

 network capability 

 strategic policy-making capability  



 entrepreneurial capability 

Firstly, the most general network-level capability raised by the interviewees here 

is simply called the network capability. In business economics, network capability is 

referred to as the ability to build, handle and exploit relationships (Vesalainen & 

Hakala, 2014). Knowledge-based regional development is strongly based on networked 

activities, and innovation activities include co-operation and interaction with various 

and more diverse set of organizations (Cooke & Morgan, 1998; Grillitsch & Trippl, 

2014; Pihkala et al., 2007). So, naturally, all interviewees stressed that a prerequisite for 

organizations involved in innovation activities is the capability to act in networks. In 

this respect, the international aspect is highly important.  

Mobilization and engagement of different key stakeholders and facilitation of 

multipolar coordination are increasingly emphasized in network-level development 

processes (see also Sotarauta, 2010, p. 393). Networks are based on trust and reciprocity 

between individuals and organizations. Thus, essential network-level activity is to build 

trust between individuals and organizations, i.e., people-centered activities. Common 

learning and alluring, far-reaching content encourages and stimulates individuals to take 

part in different meetings, events and development processes. In addition to strong 

social capital, local and organizational culture was mentioned as an important resource 

for this activity. Support for long-term interaction between organizations involved in 

regional innovation activities and inclusive, active dialogic culture and practices in 

collective forums, meetings and decision-making are seen as very important (cf. 

Lawson & Lorenz, 1999). 

That ‘buzz’, that sets innovation activities in motion, always takes place in some 

context and location...this kind of local collaboration forums and that setting of 

how interaction takes place are really important; this is where the trust between 



stakeholders is built and communication is, however, the easiest. ‘Buzz’ is very 

important in the beginning. (Expert, Sitra the Finnish Innovation Fund) 

Our empirical data also indicate that understanding different organizations’ 

viewpoints, needs, language and thinking patterns is a constituent part in the network 

capability. This is an especially substantive issue to get actors committed, so that they 

will voluntarily turn their attention, decisions and actions towards a collective goal. The 

notion of managing in multi-actor networks includes a conciliation of different views 

and goals. Thus, cognitive aspects and the ability to motivate, empower and inspire 

stakeholders are important (cf. Ebbekink & Lagendijk, 2013, p. 747). These qualities 

are also needed to integrate new actors and knowledge in development processes and to 

mix knowledge bases. Our results indicate that it is during these processes certain key 

individuals or network managers who have earned trust between stakeholders are 

needed to take on a bigger role (cf. Benneworth, 2007; Ingstrup & Damgaard, 2013; 

Sotarauta & Beer, 2015). 

It [multilateral collaboration in innovation activities] might very often stop, 

because there is no capability that brings these actors and firms together and 

assemble them in a dialogue. That kind of capability is surely emphasized. (Expert, 

the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment) 

Secondly and closely integrated to the previous capabilities, the interviewees 

raised a set of network-level qualities that concern the capabilities to facilitate and 

effectively implement strategic regional knowledge-based development processes. We 

call this set of network-level capabilities strategic policy-making capability. The set 

of capabilities includes activities that engage key stakeholders in collective multi-actor 

processes of agenda-setting and sense-making to identify development issues and 

business opportunities in the region. The ideas proposed by the interviewees are quite 

close to what Ebbekinka and Lagendijka (2013) call the capability to make use of 



“strategic intelligence” – a bottom-up, demand-initiated and negotiated perspective to 

knowledge-based development strategy and an ongoing, collective, formal and informal 

strategic dialogue between stakeholders.   

Fruitful local development activity embodies strategic thinking, that is, regional 

actors are capable of building a realistic picture of the strengths and direction of 

where are we going and what the steps to get there are … Cold analysis is needed 

locally of what actors and organizations we have here, what knowledge we have, 

who we need to have here, what education we need here, what our competitive 

factors are. This should be done from the region’s premises, what the strengths are, 

and then to invest in them. (Director, Confederation of Finnish Industries) 

An important aspect in the strategic policy-making capability is to ask whether 

we are doing the right thing and whether we are doing things right. These questions 

have also been noted by Carlsson et al. (2002, p. 235) in their interpretation concerning 

strategic and functional capabilities of the innovation system. The strategic policy-

making capability is collective support and activities in a region for different 

organizations to direct their own activities (see also Sotarauta, Horlings, & Liddle, 

2012). 

The interviewees emphasized the activities to examine the existing resource and 

knowledge base and also to look forward to what kind of resources and knowledge are 

needed (cf. Lönnqvist et al., 2014). One pre-requisite is to establish different forums for 

collective analysis of current and future operational environment and competitive 

factors. Successful processes require broad engagement of various actors and 

knowledge from the public, the private and the third sector and explorative approach to 

develop shared cognitive frames. 

Integral quality is also the ability to prioritize, share responsibilities and 

elaborate actions and roadmaps based on collective analyses. In the public sector 



context, it is important to link different sector policies to support regional strategy and 

also integrate national and EU-level policies to support required actions. Regional 

knowledge-based development strategies have to recognize the uniqueness of the region 

and have to be customized to serve its actors (cf. Sotarauta & Kosonen, 2013). This 

requires increasingly good and active communication skills between actors, visionary 

skills, exploitation of social capital and activities to legitimize regional development 

processes. 

[In regional innovation activities,] I believe in co-operational data analysis and 

formulation of a common aim and vision and actions based on this kind of 

process….so the aim is to create shared understanding of the situation and 

constantly review the plan of action, and through this process, promote a common 

consensus of what is important and where to direct resources. This is soft leading 

with information, and that is a kind of important element in this world-wide 

situation. (Director, Regional Council) 

The third capability set is related to a process by which networks of individuals 

and organizations create opportunities for innovation to comprehend market dynamics - 

building coalitions between public and private sector, exploiting business opportunities 

and executing actions based on this comprehension. This is what we call the 

entrepreneurial capability. Competitive advantage is increasingly dependent on the 

capability to understand global market dynamics and its connections and causal 

relationships to regional context. A prerequisite for building this comprehension is also 

an ongoing, collective, formal and informal strategic dialogue between regional 

stakeholders and outward links from the region especially (see Bathelt, Malmberg, & 

Maskell, 2004). 

It is increasingly important to build public-private partnerships based on 

appealing and ambitious visions and take concrete actions that stimulate supply and the 



increasingly demanding side of innovation. The interviewees stressed the role of 

entrepreneurial capability in activities like new innovative infrastructure investments, 

public procurement for innovation, innovation competitions and new ways of doing 

R&D-projects, to name few. The entrepreneurial attitude in exploiting opportunities was 

mentioned as crucial both in private, and in the public sector, now more than ever. One 

practical concern from the interviewees was that without this capability, innovation 

activities carried out by different public and private organizations would push to 

opposite directions, are too short-term and region-cantered.  

A lot depends on people and their mutual chemistry. This means that it does not 

need more than a handful of people with power who work, for example, at 

universities, technology centres, municipalities and companies, and this group 

starts to do things together and facilitate various meetings in which ideas are born. 

(Professor, University) 

Entrepreneurial capability deserves a lot more attention in regional knowledge-

based development and includes new ways of doing things and new resources 

(knowledge) from many organizations. All interviewees underlined an urgent need of 

public-sector and R&D organizations to change their way of supporting innovation 

activities. For example, a lot more long-term and systemic thinking is needed when the 

public sector indicates development plans and service needs. Entrepreneurial capability 

is highly dependent on skills and knowledge to experiment, take risks, act and 

communicate between various organizations and build new kind of incentives and 

revenue models. Strong social capital as a resource and activities to strengthen new co-

operation relationships are also seen as valuable in this context.  

The public sector is involved [in innovation activities] and does what it can, e.g., 

renewing regulation, building customized infrastructure, doing first public 



procurement for innovation and experiments. This is long-term development. 

(Expert, Tekes - Finnish Funding Agency for Innovation) 

Dynamic Capabilities as Leverage for Region Economic Renewal 

The capabilities introduced in the previous chapter already embody the idea of dynamic 

capabilities. The interviewees emphasized qualities, embedded in organizational 

resources and these general network-level capabilities that are crucial in the rapidly 

changing global environment and volatile economy. These dynamic capabilities are 

especially seen to resemble regional networks’ constant ability to learn, quickly change 

direction and take actions based on this new knowledge. Networks of organizations with 

strong dynamic capabilities are more resilient, flexible and capable of generating 

change and responding to changes in the environment. Carlsson et al. (2002, p. 235) 

state that change can be generated endogenously by bringing new components 

(resources, e.g., new actors, knowledge) or by changing the relationships or the 

attributes among the components (activities to exploit capabilities of actors more 

intensively, change the nature and intensity of links among actors). Cooke (2005) also 

refers to dynamic capabilities present at the regional level as helpful when stimulating 

knowledge transfer. 

Our findings supported three perspectives that earlier literature has already 

noticed in reference to dynamic capabilities. These are: 

 absorption 

 adaptation 

 experimentation 

The absorption part of dynamic capabilities resemble regional networks’ and 

their organizations’ constant exploration of new knowledge and exploitation of network 

relationships and outward connections (weak ties) to interpret current and future signals, 



concerning the operational environment and recognize the value of new, external 

information (cf. Cohen & Levinthal, 1990; Miguélez & Moreno, 2015). Thus, a 

precondition is that knowledge creation processes are not only regional. In addition, 

knowledge moves within and between organizations and between regional networks and 

is applied, combined with existing knowledge, and then used to guide actions in these 

organizations and applied to commercial ends. The mediation of information to the 

relevant organizations is crucial to take actions. One important aspect is that curiosity 

towards new knowledge, problem-solving skills, lifelong learning and education is 

supported and appreciated in different organizations. The effective transfer of 

knowledge also depends on knowledge brokers, a common language and on shared 

knowledge amongst organizations in the network (cf. Lawson & Lorenz, 1999, pp. 306–

308). Absorption capability plays an important role in avoiding lock-ins and 

recognizing the bottlenecks in knowledge, and other resources.  

We need to have capabilities to identify what concepts there are globally and from 

where we need to absorb the latest information. (Expert, Tekes - Finnish Funding 

Agency for Innovation) 

Adaptation, by contrast, means that actions are taken based on mutual learning 

(see Teece et al., 1997). In other words, it means flexibility in common activities to 

change direction and correct mistakes. On the network level, there must be readiness 

and a positive attitude towards change and the ability to work with resistance to chance, 

when something new and radical challenges the present mindsets and way of doing 

things. These qualities are related to an open organization and network culture and 

processes that encourage people to step out of their “silos” and give space to passion. 

Other important aspects are also activities that support the mobility of workforce and a 

circulation of workers.  



This new way in innovation activities requires us to be capable of coming out of 

our own boxes and communicating with each other and thinking of common goals. 

(Expert, the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment) 

Experimentation is needed in changing circumstances to take appropriate 

actions and change direction (cf. Eisenhardt & Martin, 2000, p. 1113; Sotarauta & 

Kosonen, 2013, p. 266). Too much planning before acting and experimenting is seen as 

a hindering element in innovation activities. Today, more and more small trial and error 

type of activities are needed to get complex innovation processes started. The culture 

should support these kind of processes, and also publicly funded development processes 

should support and allow activities that support experimentation. Public policies can do 

a lot to launch experimentations in cooperation with regional organizations, and public 

organizations themselves can take the stance as forerunners in applying new technology 

and act differently themselves. Experimentation and fast pilot-projects, for example, to 

offer piloting opportunities in multilateral co-operation, are needed in strengthening the 

regional resource and knowledge base (e.g., to build new infrastructure, institutions and 

attract new actors). 

Conclusion 

The objective of this article was to examine the role of capabilities in knowledge-based 

regional development and to clarify their multi-layered nature. Moreover, the objective 

was also to clarify the conceptual heterogeneity and ambiguity concerning capabilities 

in regional analysis. This task has inevitably involved a recombination of existing ideas 

and concepts as well as new insights. The results show that there is something beyond 

organizational capabilities that should be taken into consideration in knowledge-based 

regional development. Our findings emphasize the fact that regional competitive 

advantage may reside in organizational level resources and/or in activities and ways in 



which regional networks of organizations, engaged in knowledge-based regional 

development activities, exploit and renew the resources and capabilities. Consequently, 

we argue that innovation policy should be seen as a means to mobilize, renew, build and 

acquire new resources and capabilities. Correspondingly, innovation policy should aim 

to build and stimulate collective learning processes, in which different functions 

supporting actual innovation activities are transformed into strategic network-level 

capabilities of a region. Without these capabilities, there is a risk that regional actors 

will not be able to induce organisational and institutional change, which will hinder 

economic renewal of the region. 

To make a clear distinction between organizational level resources and network-

level capabilities we particularly emphasized the network-level activities that connect 

regional actors and knowledge generation, diffusion and exploitation processes. 

Network-level capabilities have a crucial role in connecting and exploiting regional 

resources and directing and influencing the regional innovation activities. Embedded in 

these network-level capabilities and organizational level resources, we also elaborated 

the importance of dynamic capabilities, which resemble regional networks’ constant 

ability to absorb, adapt and experiment, i.e., to widen and speed up learning and 

knowledge creation and the exploitation cycle in response to a changing environment. 

To integrally bring together all aspects, the summary of the capability framework is 

presented below, in Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2. Summary of the capability framework. 

 

This study and results have important implications for both academics and 

policymakers. The findings reveal regional capabilities and indicate that studies on 



knowledge-based regional development should pay more attention to the capabilities of 

the actors involved in the development processes. This research provides a framework 

for the analytical exploration of knowledge-based development in different kinds of 

regions and understanding factors that are needed and expected to occur when 

implementing contemporary innovation policies. With this framework, organizations 

can better reflect their own capabilities in knowledge-based development and roles in 

regional networks and recognize in which direction they can and should develop their 

capabilities. 

However, our framework has some limitations which derive from the theoretical 

framework, the number of interviewees and our subjective interpretation of the 

discussions and the document data. The theoretical framework has its origins in 

business economics and organization-level analysis. Thus, even though our framework 

is based on earlier studies and a strong notion of the applicability of this theory to 

regional studies, there are still some difficulties of piecing together different elements of 

the resource-based view. One difficulty is due to heterogeneous terminology. Another 

important theoretical notion is that in the regional context resources cannot be managed 

and coordinated through organizational boundaries as straightforwardly as in individual 

firms and public organizations. Also, some theoretical ambiguities remain on how to 

distinguish organizational level and network-level attributes. 

The set of recognized capabilities represents what attributes and qualities the 

contemporary innovation activity and policy requires and are expected from the actors 

involved in these processes. In the future, more comprehensive and comparative (case) 

studies should be carried out to include diverse regions and a wide range of 

organizations to verify the applicability and consistency of the framework. Also, one 

curious aspect would be to examine the links between capabilities and the performance 



of specific regions. A more fundamental question lies in the very essence of innovation 

policy rationalities, how ‘capable’ public policymakers can and actually should be 

influencing innovation activities. 
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